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Abstract

This paper estimates the heterogeneous labor market effects of enrolling in higher
education short-cycle (SC) programs. Expanding access to these programs might
affect the behavior of some students (compliers) in two margins: the expansion
margin (students who would not have enrolled in higher education otherwise) and
the diversion margin (students who would have enrolled in bachelor’s programs oth-
erwise). To quantify these responses, we exploit local exogenous variation in the
supply of higher education institutions (HEIs) facing Colombian high school gradu-
ates in an empirical multinomial choice model with several instruments. According
to our findings, the presence of at least one HEI specialized in SC programs in the
vicinity of the student’s high school municipality increases SC enrollment by 3.7-4.5
percentage points (40-50% of the SC enrollment rate). The diversion margin largely
drives this effect. For female compliers, enrollment in SC programs increases formal
employment relative to the next-best alternative. For male compliers, in contrast,
it lowers formal employment and wages. These results should alert policymakers of
the unexpected consequences of higher education expansionary policies.
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1 Introduction

In today’s fast-changing labor market, expanding higher education is viewed around the
world as a pathway to provide or update skills . While popular, bachelor’s degrees are not
always effective or affordable (Rodríguez et al., 2016; Ferreyra et al., 2021), which might
explain the increasing interest in short-term programs (typically lasting two or three
years) in many countries. For the U.S., recent evidence shows that these programs can
benefit students in terms of educational attainment and earnings (Acton, 2020; Bettinger
and Soliz, 2016; Denning, 2017; Jepsen et al., 2014; Marcotte, 2019; Minaya and Scott-
Clayton, 2020), with effects mainly driven by students who would not have enrolled
in higher education otherwise (Mountjoy, 2022). Evidence on these programs is scant,
however, for the developing word.

This paper estimates the heterogeneous labor market effects of enrolling in short-term
programs (henceforth, short-cycle programs) in Colombia.1 To this end, we exploit the
recent growth of these programs in Colombia. Consistent with evidence from developed
countries, we document that these programs attract students who would have not enrolled
in higher education otherwise (the expansion or democratization margin). However, and
in contrast to previous findings, we also show that they induce an even larger proportion
of students to divert away from bachelor’s and into short-cycle programs (the diversion
margin) (Leigh and Gill, 2003; Rouse, 1995). We characterize the students who respond to
the expansion of short-cycle (SC) programs along either margin (compliers) and estimate
the programs’ effects on employment and wages, highlighting their heterogeneity across
student groups.

Our interest in Colombia is twofold. First, Colombia has experienced a fast higher ed-
ucation expansion over the last decades (Carranza and Ferreyra, 2019), which might have
affected the labor market returns to higher education (Camacho et al., 2017; González-
Velosa et al., 2015). Second, while SC programs are relatively less popular in Latin
America than the rest of the world, Colombia is an exception. By 2018, approximately
30% of its total higher education enrollment corresponded to SC programs (Ferreyra
et al., 2021). Yet, to the best of our knowledge, there is neither evidence of their impact
on labor market outcomes nor a characterization of the type of student that benefits from
them. We fill these two gaps.

We address the multiple challenges associated with identifying SC programs’ het-
erogeneous impacts. First, high-school graduates self-select into their preferred option

1UNESCO uses the term “short-cycle tertiary education programs” for level-5 programs in the In-
ternational Standard Classification of Education (ISCED 2011). They encompass community college
programs lasting two years in the U.S., and the two- and three-year programs in Colombia discussed in
this paper.
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(enrolling in a bachelor’s program, enrolling in a SC program, or not enrolling in higher
education), which might bias OLS estimates of labor market impacts. Second, while
a standard Instrumental Variables (IV) approach could address self-selection issues in
homogeneous treatment effect settings, under general conditions it would not identify
the average effect of SC programs (Heckman and Urzúa, 2010). More precisely, in our
essential heterogeneity setting, a standard IV strategy would only identify the effect
of SC programs on compliers relative to the next-best option that the student would
have otherwise chosen–enrolling in a bachelor’s program or not enrolling at all in higher
education–without identifying the separate margins of choice. In other words, a stan-
dard IV strategy would identify the effect of SC programs relative to a mixture of the
other two options. Only under additional assumptions could one decompose this effect
into its sub-components and provide the underlying pairwise comparisons (as in Kline
and Walters, 2016; Hull, 2018). Rather than impose additional assumptions, we exploit
rich student longitudinal data and local exogenous variation in higher education supply
to estimate the share of students who respond along each margin of choice–expansion
and diversion–while also estimating SC programs’ labor market effects relative to the
next-best option.

Evidence on these margins is novel for developing countries. While other studies have
explored higher education returns in developing countries, they have either compared
returns across countries (Ferreyra et al., 2017, 2021) or, within a country, have estimated
returns for new versus existing programs (Camacho et al., 2017), by program and field
(Ferreyra et al., 2020), or for selective institutions (Barrera-Osorio and Bayona-Rodríguez,
2019). Unlike previous studies, we quantify the margins of choice and argue that these are
critical to who benefits from SC programs, and why. Consider, for instance, a policymaker
who builds a new higher education institution (HEI) specialized in SC programs. This
might lead some students (the compliers) to enroll in SC programs even though they
would not have done it otherwise, perhaps leading the policymaker to believe that all
compliers would benefit from the new SC programs and improve their labor market
outcomes. Whether this happens, however, depends on students’ next-best option. For
a student who would not have attended higher education, the SC program might indeed
raise human capital and improve labor market outcomes. For a student who would have
attended a relatively good bachelor’s program and for whom the SC program might be
an “undermatch”, labor market outcomes might become worse. Yet, for a student who
would have otherwise attended a low-quality bachelor’s program and for whom the SC
program might provide a better match, labor market outcomes might actually improve.
Because individuals differ in their next-best option based on their personal background
and local opportunities, the policymaker should not necessarily expect average positive
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effects from the SC expansion but rather heterogeneous gains and losses–as we indeed
find.

We exploit the local supply of higher education programs in Colombia as a source of
exogenous variation for instruments. We use estimated propensity scores of enrollment
choices to estimate the share of expansion and diversion compliers under a behavioral
assumption (partial monotonicity, as in Mountjoy (2022) and Mogstad et al. (2021)) that
allows us to isolate the effect of changes in the local supply of HEIs specialized in offering
SC programs while holding the supply of other HEIs constant. To improve over standard
two-stage least squares (TSLS) methods and identify the parameters of interest, we posit
a multinomial model of enrollment choices, multiple IVs, and essential heterogeneity.2

We use administrative information for the universe of Colombia’s high school gradu-
ates in 2005. We observe their high school exit exam (Saber 11 ) scores, higher education
enrollment choices, labor market outcomes between 2008 and 2013 (employment status
and wages), and socioeconomic information. We link this data to municipality-level in-
formation on higher education supply, and focus on whether there is at least one HEI
specialized in SC programs within the 10-kilometer radius of the student’s high school
municipality. Hence, we compare the enrollment choices of high school students in mu-
nicipalities with and without access to at least one specialized institution offering SC
programs. Moreover, we examine whether the existence of such HEIs has different effects
depending on the local supply of HEIs offering bachelor’s programs.

Our findings show that the presence of SC-specialized HEIs raises SC enrollment by
3.7 − 4.5 percentage points (pp). This is a sizable increase, representing 40-50% of the
sample enrollment rate in SC programs.3 At least 70% of this increase is due to students
who would have otherwise attended a bachelor’s program (the diversion margin), while
the remaining students react along the expansion margin. The diversion share is higher
among men than women (75− 83% versus 70− 74%, respectively). In addition, most of

2Models with essential heterogeneity are characterized by heterogeneous responses to treatments
and self-selection into treatments with partial knowledge of idiosyncratic responses. In these models,
Heckman and Urzúa (2010) show that if an instrument affects only one margin of choice (in our case,
enrolling in a SC program vs. not doing so), IVs estimate the effect of one option vs. the next-best (in
our case, the effect of enrolling in a SC program relative to a mixture of not enrolling in higher education
and enrolling in a bachelor’s program). Also, Mountjoy (2022) shows that multivariate TSLS (multiple
margins of choice and multiple IVs) estimate effects that are a combination of many margins of choice
and do not necessarily identify well-defined effects. In our case, where there are three margins of choice
(not enrolling in higher education vs. enrolling in SC programs, not enrolling in higher education vs.
enrolling in bachelor’s programs, and enrolling in bachelor’s programs vs. enrolling in SC programs),
multivariate TSLS would estimate a combination of effects for the three margins. Our empirical strategy
takes into account these complexities.

3Our estimated effects are in the range of others in the literature, obtained for the U.S. with other
sources of variation. For Texas, Mountjoy (2022) finds that a 10-mile increase in the distance between
the student’s high school and the nearest two-year college decreases enrollment in two-year colleges by
4.3 percentage points. Acton (2020) finds that a $1000-tuition reduction in local community colleges
increases their enrollment by 3.5 percentage points.
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the reaction to local availability is concentrated among students residing in municipalities
that have HEIs available as well. This is consistent with the fact that, during our sample
period, SC programs in Colombia were mostly offered in large and medium cities–which
already offered bachelor’s programs– and highlights the importance of interacting the
instruments. Relative to the average SC student, compliers come from more advantaged
backgrounds and are better prepared for higher education as measured by their Saber 11
scores. Male compliers, in turn, are more advantaged than their female counterparts. For
females, we uncover a positive impact (31 pp) from choosing a SC program on formal
employment, yet find negative effects on formal employment and wages (24 percentage
points and 23 percent, respectively) for males. Our results are robust to different speci-
fications. These findings, together with the high estimated diversion share, suggest that
SC programs might provide a better match than bachelor’s programs for females but an
“undermatch” for males.

The fact that diversion prevails over expansion in Colombia contrasts with the U.S.,
where the reverse takes place.4 This may be because students who enroll in community
college in the U.S. typically intend to transfer to a four-year institution (Acton, 2020;
Denning, 2017; Kane and Rouse, 1999) and view community college as the first step
towards a four-year degree. In contrast, SC degrees in Colombia are usually viewed
as terminal and rarely offer a bachelor’s program pathway.5 In addition, community
colleges in the US are often located outside large cities and therefore attract students
from medium and small localities without other higher education options. In contrast,
during our sample period SC programs in Colombia were mostly offered in large and
medium cities, where bachelor’s programs were already being offered.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the insti-
tutional background of Colombia’s higher education system. Section 3 describes data
sources, summary statistics, and identifying variation. Section 4 introduces our empirical
strategy and discusses how to identify student shares along the expansion and diversion
margins. Section 5 presents results and robustness checks, and section 6 concludes.

4For instance, Mountjoy (2022) finds that about two-thirds of students would react to changes in
proximity to two-year college by switching along the expansion margin; the remaining 30% would divert
from four- into two-year colleges. Denning (2017) finds that lower two-year college tuition induces
students who would not have enrolled otherwise to attend a two-year college, with no evidence of students
substituting two- for four-year college degrees.

5In our sample, only 6% of SC students graduate from a bachelor’s program. In the U.S., about 30%
of community college students graduate from a four-year institution (Levesque, 2018).
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2 Institutional Background

Colombia’s higher education system offers bachelor’s programs (four- to six-years long)
and SC programs. The latter (akin to asssociate’s degrees in the U.S.) encompass tech-
nical and technological programs, lasting two and three years respectively. The system
includes several HEI types: universities, university institutes, technological institutes,
and technical-professional institutes. Universities and university institutes are allowed
to offer either bachelor’s or SC programs, while technological institutes and technical
professional institutes are only allowed to offer SC programs. In what follows we use
the terms "SC HEI" to refer to institutions specialized in SC programs (technological
institutes and technical professional institutes), and "Other HEIs" to refer to institutions
that offer bachelor’s (and perhaps SC) programs (university and university institutes).

During the early 2000s, Colombia experienced a sizable increase in higher education
enrollment (Camacho et al., 2017; Carranza and Ferreyra, 2019) due to an expansion
in the number of programs offered by existing institutions as well as the opening of new
institutions and campuses. As a result, the number of municipalities with at least one HEI
increased by about 20% between 2000 and 2004.6 We focus on local availability of higher
education as defined by the presence of HEIs in the vicinity of each municipality. To this
end, we identify HEIs within a 10-kilometer radius from each municipality’s centroid.

Figure 1 displays the number of municipalities with SC HEIs and other HEIs in the
2000-2006 period. While the local supply of both HEI types grew, it grew faster for
SC HEIs. Between 2000 and 2004 alone, the number of municipalities with SC HEIs
grew by 40% relative to 2000, yet the number of municipalities with other HEIs grew
by only 10%. These differential trends define the relative availability of higher education
programs within a specific community. Our analysis seeks to uncover the effect of opening
SC HEIs.

We focus on higher education supply as of 2004, one year before students in our sample
graduated from high school. Of the 300 HEIs operating at the time, only one-third were
SC HEIs. SC programs in Colombia are also provided by SENA (Servicio Nacional de
Aprendizaje). This public institution has been providing workforce training for many
decades; it only started offering SC programs in 2003 and had a negligible SC market
share by 2004. It is not an HEI and operates outside the purview of the Ministry of
Education. As a result, we do not include it in our analysis.

Of the 918 municipalities in our sample, 14% had an SC HEI within a 10 km radius
(Table 3, municipality-level panel). This figure was 28% for other HEIs. Moreover, during
our period of analysis, the vast majority of SC HEIs were located in cities that already

6Own calculations using data from the National System of Information on Higher Education (SNIES,
in Spanish).
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included other HEIs. Since the local HEI supply is likely to affect students’ enrollment
choices, we use as instruments the availability of SC HEIs and other HEIs.

3 Data

We use individual-level administrative data on student background characteristics, high
school exit exam test scores, higher education enrollment choices and trajectories, and
formal labor market outcomes for the universe of high school graduates in 2005. Individual
records from the high school exit exam (Saber 11 ) contain test scores for math, reading,
science, physics, history, chemistry, geography, and philosophy, as well as student age,
gender, and socioeconomic characteristics (e.g., mother’s education, household income
level, and number of siblings) at the time of the test. Higher education enrollment,
trajectories, and completion come from the System for Dropout Prevention of Higher
Education (SPADIES, in Spanish).

The initial sample includes the universe of Saber 11 test-takers in 2005, restricted
to those who were 14-24 years old (93.5% of the full set of test takers). We further
restrict the sample to students with data on all socioeconomic variables and test scores.
We match this sample with higher education enrollment data from SPADIES, and set
an enrollment window of five years after high school graduation. We restrict graduation
to take at least two and four years for those in SC programs and bachelor’s programs,
respectively. In addition, we restrict graduation age to the 19-30 year-old range. We
remove students who enrolled in more than four programs between 2005 and 2015 (less
than one percent of students).

Wages and formal employment for higher education graduates are available in the
Labor Market Observatory for Education (OLE, in Spanish) for 2008-2013.7 For higher
education graduates, we restrict entry age in the labor market to be at least 20 years.
Our datasets do not include labor market information for students who did not enroll in
higher education, enrolled but dropped out, or enrolled but were still in college by 2013.
For these students, we use Colombia’s Integrated Household Survey (GEIH, in Spanish)
from the Socioeconomic Database for Latin America and the Caribbean (SEDLAC) to
impute labor market participation and wages between 2008-2013. We estimate regressions
of formal labor market participation and wages as a function of gender, age, household
characteristics, an indicator of urban area, and region fixed effects for the cohort of
individuals who were 14-24 years old in 2005, and use predicted labor market outcomes
for the imputations (see Appendix A.3 for further details).

7About 3% of students who enroll in higher education graduate after 2013 and we therefore lack OLE
data for them. We classify students who graduate after 2013 as having incomplete higher education.
Dropping them from the estimation sample does not affect our results (not shown).
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We combine administrative records at the student level with information on higher
education supply from the National System of Information on Higher Education (SNIES,
in Spanish), which contains HEI-level information such as HEI type, geographic location,
and number and types of programs offered. Using SNIES, we classify HEIs into those that
can only offer SC programs (SC HEIs) and those than can offer all programs (other HEIs).
We compute binary indicators for the existence of these HEI types in our students’ high
school municipalities by using HEIs’ geographic locations reported in SNIES. We link
our dataset to the Municipal Panel of the Center of Studies on Economic Development
(CEDE, in Spanish), which contains municipality-level information such as population
(urban, rural, and total), GDP, and area. We match the municipal- and student-level data
using the municipality identifier of students’ high school. Last, we restrict our estimating
sample to students in high schools with more than 20 students. The final dataset consists
of 328, 358 students, or 81% of all Saber 11 test-takers in 2005.

3.1 Descriptive statistics

As Table A1 shows, 53.8% of high school graduates in the sample are women, 27.2% come
from low-income households (with income lower than the minimum wage), and 42.5%

have mothers with at most primary education. More than half of high school graduates
(61.2%) did not enroll in higher education ("NE students").8 Meanwhile, 9.4% enrolled
in SC programs ("SC students") and 29.4% in a bachelor’s program ("BP students").
Further, 3.6% and 14.8% of high school graduates obtained a SC degree and bachelor’s
degree, respectively, and half (49.3%) participated in the formal labor market in 2013.

Table 1 compares SC, BP, and NE students. Among the three student groups, NE
students come from the most disadvantaged backgrounds and have the lowest Saber 11
average performance. Relative to BP students, on average SC students are less likely
to be female. They are also slightly older; belong to larger, lower-income households;
have less educated mothers; and perform worse in Saber 11. The share of students who
complete any degree is higher among BP than SC students by almost 10 percentage
points, while the share of BP students transferring out of their initial enrollment choice
is lower than that of SC students (1.2% and 16.2%, respectively). Moreover, less than
half of SC students who transfer to a bachelor’s program earn a bachelor’s degree. This
is consistent with the fact that SC programs in Colombia are usually viewed as terminal
degrees and rarely offer a pathway towards a bachelor’s degree. In terms of labor market
outcomes, SC and BP students participate in the formal market at similar rates (51.7%

8These students do not match to SPADIES (the dataset of higher education enrollment) or OLE (the
dataset of labor market earnings). SPADIES does not contain information on SENA students; therefore,
we classify them as NE. Since they account for a negligible share of higher education enrollment in 2005,
this does not pose a problem for our analysis.
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and 54.7%, respectively) but NE students participate less (47%). Average monthly wages
for BP students are about 23% higher than for SC students and almost twice as high as
for NE students.

Table 2 presents average characteristics of students’ high school municipalities. Rel-
ative to SC and BP students, on average NE students live in municipalities that are
smaller and less urban, with lower GDP and higher homicide rates. SC students, in turn,
come from larger, denser, slightly more urban, and higher-GDP municipalities than BP
students. As explained below, these patterns are related to the geographic location of SC
HEIs.

3.2 Identifying variation

To capture variation in local supply of higher education, we use SNIES data from 2004
(again, one year prior to high school graduation in our sample). We first identify a
student’s high school location as given by its administrative division or municipality and
find the coordinates for its geographic centroid. We then construct the binary variables
Zj and Hj, where j denotes the municipality of interest. Zj is equal to one if there is
at least one SC HEI within a 10-km radius around municipality j’s centroid, and zero
otherwise. Hj is equal to one if there is at least one HEI offering bachelor’s (and perhaps
SC) degrees–namely, at least one HEI belonging to the "Other HEIs" category.9

As expected, the local supply of HEIs is correlated with students’ enrollment choices
(bottom panel of Table 2). We observe that 73.7% of SC students went to high school in
a municipality where there was at least one SC HEI, but this share drops to 64.6% and
56.2% for BP and NE students, respectively. In contrast, approximately the same share
(84%) of SC and BP students attended high school in municipalities where other HEIs
were available. This is because, as of 2005, institutions providing bachelor’s programs
(captured by H = 1) were already widespread across cities of all sizes but SC HEIs
(captured by Z = 1) were mostly present in large and medium-sized cities. Indeed,
77.5% of all students attended high school in municipalities with institutions providing
bachelor’s programs but only 60% did so in municipalities with SC HEIs.

Each column of Table 3 denotes a combination of the binary variables of higher ed-
ucation local supply, Z and H. While more than half of students in our sample lived
in municipalities with both HEI types, 20% lived in municipalities without any higher
education supply, and three percent in municipalities with only SC HEIs. The availability
of SC HEIs is related to SC enrollment, as the share of SC students is higher in munici-
palities including an SC HEI than in others, regardless of the supply of other HEIs (8.8%

9Neither H nor Z include SENA, which is not an HEI. We focus exclusively on in-person programs
and exclude distance or virtual programs.
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vs. 6.2% when H = 0, and 11.6% vs. 6.3% when H = 1). Nonetheless, the difference
in SC enrollment related to the availability of SC HEIs (equal to 2.6 and 5.3 percentage
points, respectively, for H = 0 and H = 1) is larger when other HEIs are available than
when they are not–an issue to which we return below.

Students in our sample are spread across 918 municipalities. Students without any
kind of HEI were spread across 624 small municipalities (population below 400, 000). In
contrast, students with both HEI types were spread across 94 municipalities, and half of
them lived in large cities (population above 2.2 million).

4 Empirical Strategy

We focus on two labor market outcomes: probability of working in the formal labor
market and (log) average monthly wages, both measured in 2013. Let Yij denote labor
market outcomes for student i in municipality j. Let DSCij be a binary variable that
equals one if student i in municipality j enrolls in a SC program, and zero otherwise.

We use IVs to control for self-selection into programs. In particular, we use the binary
variables that capture variation in local supply of higher education, Zj and Hj. Both
instruments follow the logic of cost-shifters (as in Card, 1995 and Mountjoy, 2022).10

To formalize this setting, we introduce the following notation. Let Z̃ = (Zj, Hj)

with Zj ∈ {0, 1} and Hj ∈ {0, 1}, with support Z = {0, 1} × {0, 1}. Let Ddij be a
binary variable denoting student i’s enrollment choice. Thus, Ddij equals one if student i
chooses option d ∈ {SC,BP,NE}, and zero otherwise, where SC, BP, and NE denote SC
program enrollment, bachelor’s program enrollment, and no higher education enrollment,
respectively. Let Yij(0), Yij(1) denote potential outcomes for high school student i under
two different regimes: “No enrollment in SC program” (DSCij = 0) and “Enrollment in SC
programs” (DSCij = 1), respectively. Similarly, define DSCij(z̃) as a potential enrollment
choice that equals one if student i chooses a SC program when the instruments in Z̃ are
equal to z̃, where z̃ ∈ {0, 1} × {0, 1}. For instance, DSCij(Zj = 1, Hj = 1) = 1 denotes
students who would enroll in a SC program when all HEI types are available.

Following the literature, identification relies on two assumptions. First, we assume
conditional independence: (Yij(0), Yij(1), DSCij(z̃)) |= Z̃|X where X contains student char-
acteristics (age, gender, number of siblings, household income level, mother’s education,
and Saber 11 test scores) as well as characteristics of the student’s high school mu-
nicipality. This assumption states that, conditional on the student’s background and

10It is reasonable to assume that students with a SC HEI in the vicinity of their municipality face
lower enrollment costs than students without it. Enrollment costs can be related to access (e.g., having
a nearby HEI reduces transportation costs) or information (e.g., having a nearby HEI makes it easier for
the student to learn about its offerings).
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municipality characteristics, whether or not there exists a SC HEI in a 10-km radius is
uncorrelated with future outcomes. Plus, it also states that the existence of a SC HEI
in the student’s high school municipality affects her future labor market outcomes only
by affecting her higher education enrollment choice.11 Second, we assume partial mono-
tonicity (Mountjoy, 2022; Mogstad et al., 2021). In our setting, this states that every
student should be (weakly) induced towards SC programs as Zj rises, conditional on Hj.
Formally, we assume that DSCij(0, Hj) ≤ DSCij(1, Hj). Thus, Zj = 1 weakly induces
students to choose SC programs regardless of the existence of other HEIs in municipality
j’s vicinity. Under these assumptions, we interpret our point estimates as a weighted
average of local average treatment effects (LATEs) for the two subpopulations of interest
(compliers along the diversion and expansion margins).12

We estimate the impact of SC programs on the labor market outcomes of individuals
who would choose SC programs in response to the local supply of SC HEIs (Zj), con-
trolling for the local supply of other HEIs (Hj). We use Zj as an instrument and control
for the other instrument, Hj, in the first and second stage (Mogstad et al., 2021).13 Our
first-stage equation is:

DSCij = γSC
0 + γSC

1 Zj + γSC
2 Hj + γSC

X Xij + ϵSCij, (1)

where Xij includes age, gender, number of siblings, household income level, mother’s edu-
cation, Saber 11 test scores, and characteristics of the student’s high school municipality
(listed in Table 2). Recall that all variables in Xij are measured prior to the enrollment
decision. The outcome (second-stage) equation is:

Yij = β0 + βSCDSCij + βHHj + βXXij + uij, (2)
11HEIs’ endogenous location represents a threat to our identification strategy. Suppose, for example,

that HEIs tend to locate in large municipalities. Then, as we consider smaller radii around the centroid
of the student’s high school municipality, the identifying variation could correlate more with factors
associated with living near a city. If those factors drove our findings, our point estimates would be
sensitive to different radii values. Section 5.3 shows that our estimates are stable to radii changes. Even
if we cannot rule out the possible link between HEI supply and proximity to cities, our estimates could
be viewed as lower bounds of SC program effects if individuals farther from the municipality’s centroid
gained more than others from these programs.

12Recent work underlines the role of covariates in the interpretation of TSLS estimates as LATEs.
Słoczyński (2021) and Blandhol et al. (2022) show that only under flexible specifications and strong
monotonicity assumptions can one interpret TSLS estimates as convex combinations of conditional (on
covariates) LATEs. While we recognize this caveat, the approach in this paper entails the appropriate
TSLS specification under multiple instruments. For robustness, we also present results using a saturated
model for covariates (which includes interactions between Hj and the covariates in Xij); see Section 5.3.

13By using one instrument separately while controlling for the other, we guarantee that the weights
on different effects for complier groups are positive (Heckman et al., 2006; Mogstad et al., 2021). This
approach isolates the variation in Zj , which denotes the policy-relevant effect of an expansion in the local
supply of SC HEIs.
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where ϵSCij and uij are unobserved components, such as student preferences and unob-
served ability.

The previous setting does not account for the potential interaction between the two
instruments. However, the effect of Zj on DSCij might depend on the supply of other
HEIs, Hj. For instance, the opening of an SC HEI might induce more students to
choose a SC program in municipalities without other HEIs–where they introduce the
very first higher education option–than in municipalities with other HEIs. To examine
this possibility, we estimate a saturated version of our model in which we also control
for the interaction between the IVs in equations (1) and (2). These equations estimate
βSC for Hj = 0. To estimate βSC when Hj = 1, we transform Hj into H̃j = Hj − 1

and estimate TSLS in a model where Yij is written as a function of DSCij, H̃j, H̃j × Zj

and Xij; and DSCij is determined by Zj, H̃j, H̃j × Zj and Xij. In this way, Zj becomes
the excluded instrument (from the second-stage). This approach produces the same
coefficients as those obtained by implementing a Wald estimator of the total effect of
Zj and Hj × Zj on Yij divided by the total effect of Zj and Hj × Zj on DSCij. Section
5 discusses estimates from the different specifications and confirms the importance of
interacting the instruments.

4.1 Expansion and diversion margins

We are interested in βSC , the labor market effect of enrolling in a SC program. For a
given student, the effect depends on her counterfactual choice– enrolling in a bachelor’s
program (BP) or not enrolling in higher education at all (NE)–which can in turn vary
across individuals.

We define two groups of SC students according to their counterfactual choices: (i)
students who would not have enrolled in higher education (choosing NE instead) and (ii)
students who would have enrolled in a bachelor’s program (choosing BP instead). Rouse
(1995) defines the former as the democratization or expansion margin (students who enter
higher education via SC programs), while the latter is referred to as the diversion margin
(students who divert from BP into SC programs). Changes in the local supply of SC
HEIs could shift students along those margins into SC. Students who would change their
choices due to Zj changes are defined as compliers. Our setting includes two complier
groups: along the expansion and diversion margin.

Depending on their margin, compliers might experience different effects from enrolling
in a SC program. Let LATESC−BP and LATESC−NE represent the local effects of SC
programs for compliers along the diversion and expansion margin, respectively. Previous
literature (Heckman et al., 2006; Heckman and Urzúa, 2010) has shown that, when com-
pliers switch away multiple initial states, a standard (univariate) instrumental variable
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approach identifies the effect of one option versus the next best–in our case, SC versus a
mixture of NE and BP. Formally,

βSC = ω × LATESC−BP + (1− ω)× LATESC−NE, (3)

where ω is the share of compliers along the diversion margin, or diversion share. We
estimate the LATE of SC programs vs. the next best, βSC , by estimating equations (1)
and (2) using TSLS. While we are able to identify the diversion share, the margin specific
LATEs cannot be separately identified without additional assumptions.14 Nonetheless, if
the estimated share of compliers along one of the margins is low, one can view the LATE
of SC programs vs. the next best as largely reflecting the local effect for students along
the other margin.

4.2 Complier shares

Next, we describe how to estimate ω in equation (3) for the case of one binary instru-
ment under partial monotonicity.15 We assume that the enrollment choice, Ddij with
d ∈ {SC,BP,NE}, depends on Hj, Zj and Xij. We also follow the logic of partial mono-
tonicity and impose two additional assumptions. First, DBPij(0, Hj) ≥ DBPij(1, Hj), so
that having access to SC HEIs makes BP weakly less preferable. Second, DNEij(0, Hj) ≥
DNEij(1, Hj), so that access to SC HEIs makes NE weakly less preferable. We can then
identify the share of compliers switching at each margin as:

ω =
E[DBPij|Zj = 0, Hj]− E[DBPij|Zj = 1, Hj]

E[DSCij|Zj = 1, Hj]− E[DSCij|Zj = 0, Hj]
,

1− ω =
E[DNEij|Zj = 0, Hj]− E[DNEij|Zj = 1, Hj]

E[DSCij|Zj = 1, Hj]− E[DSCij|Zj = 0, Hj]
,

and the total share of compliers as E[DSCij|Zj = 1]− E[DSCij|Zj = 0].
To estimate complier shares, we first estimate propensity scores for every enrollment

choice in d ∈ {SC,BP,NE}. We posit the following linear probability model:

Ddij = γd
0 + γd

1Zj + γd
2Hj + γd

XXij + ϵdij, (4)

where Ddij is a binary variable equal to one if the student chooses option d, and ϵdij is
the error term. Note that, for the probability of enrolling in SC programs, equation (1)

14See, for instance, Hull (2018); Kirkeboen et al. (2016); Kline and Walters (2016).
15Mountjoy (2022) presents a formal derivation of the shares and estimates them using continuous

instruments.
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is equivalent to equation (4) when d = SC.16. Taken together, the estimated diversion
(ω̂) and expansion shares (1− ω̂) are given by:

ω̂ =
−γ̂BP

1

γ̂SC
1

and 1− ω̂ =
−γ̂NE

1

γ̂SC
1

. (5)

In the saturated model, where we include the interaction of Zj and Hj, the estimated
ω might vary depending on Hj. For students without other HEIs nearby (Hj = 0), we
would expect a larger expansion share than for those with other HEIs. As described
above, when a SC HEI opens in a market without other HEI types, students who would
not have entered higher education (due, perhaps, to the absence of local higher education
options) might be now induced to enter. In contrast, in markets where BPs were already
available (Hj = 1) and where students could have entered the higher education system
to pursue them, the opening of SC HEIs might not attract as many new students into
higher education. Instead, it might attract some who would have otherwise chosen BPs
but might prefer the shorter, more practical SC programs.

To characterize the type of student who responds to a SC expansion, we compute for
compliers the average of some variables in Xij. Let X̃ij denote a variable in Xij. To
estimate compliers’ average for X̃ij, we follow Abadie (2002) and compute:

Pr(X̃ij|DSCij(1, Hj)−DSCij(0, Hj) = 1)

=
E(DSCijX̃ij|Zj = 1, Hj)− E(DSCijX̃ij|Zj = 0, Hj)

E(DSCij|Zj = 1, Hj)− E(DSCij|Zj = 0, Hj)
.

In practical terms, we estimate a modified TSLS where the first-stage is equation (1) and
the second stage is the regression of DSCijX̃ij on DSCij, Zj, and Hj (and the interaction
of the instruments, for the saturated model). We cluster standard errors at the high
school municipality level.

5 Main Results

We first estimate the probability of enrolling in SC programs, bachelor’s programs, or not
enrolling in a HEI as a function of the instruments associated with the local supply of
HEIs and the covariates (equation (4)). The corresponding estimates are shown in Tables
4 and Table A2, respectively.

For each enrollment choice, Table 4 presents estimates for two different specifications:
with Zj and Hj as controls ("No-interaction" column), and with Zj, Hj, and Zj × Hj

as controls ("Interaction" column). From the no-interaction results, we find that having
16We also estimate propensity scores using a multinomial logit model. See Section 5
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a SC HEI in a 10-km radius increases the probability of choosing SC programs by 3.7
pp and decreases the probability of choosing bachelor’s programs by 2.9 pp, but has a
negligible (-0.8 pp) and marginally significant effect on the probability of not enrolling in
higher education.17,18

The effect of having a SC HEI in the high school municipality is concentrated among
students whose municipalities also include other HEI types. The "Interaction" column in
Table 4 shows that the direct effect of Zj on the probability of choosing a SC program is
not statistically significant and is negligible. In contrast, the interaction effect is substan-
tive (3.9 pp) and statistically significant. In the bottom panel of Table 4, we compute the
total effect of having an SC HEI when there are other HEIs in the municipality (Hj = 1),
and observe a large increase (4.5 pp) in the probability of choosing a SC program. This
is accompanied by a 3.2-pp decrease in the probability of choosing a bachelor’s program
and a 1.2-pp decrease in the probability of not enrolling in higher education.19

5.1 Margins and complier shares

Based on the previous estimates, Table 5 presents the share of students along the ex-
pansion and diversion margin, the total share of compliers, and the diversion share. In
the "No Interaction" columns, the expansion and diversion margins correspond to the
coefficient on Zj in the "Not Enrolled" and "Bachelor’s Program" columns of Table 4,
respectively. Similarly, in the "Interaction" columns of Table 5, they correspond to the
"Total Effects of Z when H=1" from Table 4. We present results for all students as well
as separately by gender.

The estimated diversion share, ω̂, is in the 0.7-0.8 range, overall and by gender. In
other words, most compliers respond along the diversion margin. The overall share of
compliers is higher among men than women (5.3% v. 3.8% respectively in the interaction
model), which is consistent with the lower share of female students in SC than bachelor’s
programs. Since the diversion share is at least 70% across all samples and models, the
expansion margin captures less than 30% of compliers. We argue, therefore, that the
estimated labor market effects presented below are largely driven by diversion compliers.

17In terms of the covariates, results in Table A2 suggest that females have a lower probability of
enrolling in SC programs than males, and students with more siblings are less likely to select a SC
program. An increase in Saber 11 scores renders students more likely to choose BP and less likely to
choose SC programs or NE.

18Table A3 reports marginal effects from a multinomial logit model instead of a linear probability
model. Compared to the results displayed in Table 4, we observe minor differences in the instruments’
marginal effects.

19Although we do not focus on the direct effect of Hj , it is worth noting that other types of HEIs seem
to shift students along the expansion margin (going from NE to BP) as well as the diversion margin
(going from SC to BP). However, the total variation in enrollment choices induced by changes in Hj is
about 33% lower than the corresponding variation from changes in SC supply.
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5.2 Labor market effects

To recover the labor market effects of SC programs for compliers (relative to the next-
best alternative), we use TSLS to estimate the model described by equations (1) and
(2). Table 6 reports estimates for the two outcomes of interest (employment and monthly
wages in the formal labor market) for all our specifications and samples. Panel A contains
point estimates of βSC for the full sample. It shows that the effects of SC programs vs.
the next-best alternative are generally larger, in absolute value, when interactions are
included than when they are not. For the full sample, SC effects on formal employment
are not significant, but the SC effects on (log) wages are negative and significant. For
instance, the interaction model indicates that a SC program lowers average monthly
wages by about 23 percent relative to the next-best alternative.20 For all outcomes and
specifications we include diagnostic tests for weak instruments (Kleibergen-Paap and
Cragg-Donald F-statistics), which are all well above the corresponding critical values.

We find heterogeneous effects by gender. Female compliers benefit from SC programs,
at least in terms of employment opportunities (panel B of Table 6). Their probability of
formal employment rises by 31 pp (in the interaction model) while effects on their wages
are not significant. For males, in contrast, effects are negative for both outcomes (panel
C). Choosing an SC lowers their formal employment probability by 24 percentage points
and their average monthly salaries by about 23 percent. Based on these estimated effects
as well as the large diversion share for males and females, we conclude that female com-
pliers might experience employment gains from choosing an SC rather than a bachelor’s
program, but male compliers might experience employment and wage losses.

These stark differences might be driven by pre-higher education differences between
male and female compliers. Thus, we estimate average pre-higher education enrollment
characteristics by gender. Figure 2 displays the estimated share of compliers with an
above-median Saber 11 score. We compare five different groups: all bachelor’s program
students, all SC program students, all compliers, male compliers, and female compliers.
In general, compliers outperform the average SCP student but not the average bache-
lor’s program student. Male compliers outperform female compliers in all subjects except
Reading and, notably, the share of male compliers scoring above the median in mathemat-
ics is almost as high as among bachelor’s students. While compliers are more advantaged
than the average SC program student in terms of household income and mother’s level

20Table A4 presents point estimates obtained via OLS (regressing Y on DSC and X) and via a “stan-
dard” TSLS, where both Zj and Hj are excluded from the outcome equation). First, as expected, OLS
estimates are substantially different from TSLS estimates. Second, TSLS estimates are similar to those
in Table 6, which might be expected if the IV weights are positive when both IVs were excluded. We
confirm that this is indeed the case using the test for positive IV weights in Mogstad et al. (2021) (results
available upon request). The largest differences between the TSLS estimates and those in Table 6 are in
the interacted model, but the results are largely consistent in terms of magnitude and significance.
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of education (see Figure 3), male compliers are more advantaged than female compliers
in these dimensions as well. Relative to the average SC program student, compliers are
more likely to live in medium-sized cities and less likely to live in big cities, without
noticeable differences between males and females in this regard.

Overall, then, female compliers are more disadvantaged and less academically profi-
cient than male compliers. Their next-best option may have been a low-quality bachelor’s
program, relative to which SC programs may have provided a better match and improved
employment outcomes. In contrast, male compliers may have diverted away from good
bachelor’s programs and into SC programs that constituted an “undermatch” to their
academic preparation and background, thereby worsening their labor market outcomes.

5.3 Robustness

Different radii. An identification concern is that all variation might come from stu-
dents right at, or near, the 10 km radius. If that is the case, our findings might be
sensitive to the radius selection. The composition of compliers might change if a larger
radius induces a higher share of students to enroll and creates more compliers along the
expansion margin. Since a 10-km radius yields a large diversion share, our results on
SC enrollment might be interpreted as lower bounds if expansion compliers are more
prevalent at other radii.

To assess the robustness of our findings, we estimate the model using different radii
values. Figure 4 (top panel) shows that the share of students with available HEIs in-
creases as the radius increases from 5km to 20km (first plot to the left), the share of
compliers decreases but remains stable after 10km (middle plot), and the diversion share
also increases (top-right plot). These results are expected. For instance, a larger radius
of HEI availability raises enrollment costs (e.g., transportation costs to the HEI) and
therefore lowers the share of compliers. By the same logic, expansion compliers are more
prevalent at smaller radii because enrollment costs are lower. The top-right plot compares
the diversion share with and without interactions. The diversion share is less sensitive to
the radius choice in the interaction than the no-interaction model.

The bottom panel of Figure 4 displays TSLS estimates of labor market effects for dif-
ferent radii. Despite changes in the share of compliers and the diversion share, estimates
are stable. In the case of employment effects (left panel), although the effects change sign
for larger radii, they are not statistically significant in any specification. Similarly, esti-
mates for log wages (right) fluctuate in magnitude and significance but remain negative
across all radii.21

21We present the share of compliers and TSLS estimates for different radii for females and males
in Figures A1 and A2 in the Appendix. We observe relatively stable estimates across radii values,
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SENA: A Threat to Identification? We have not included SENA students in our
analysis because SENA captured a negligible share of higher education enrollment in the
early 2000s, and SENA students are not included in the student-level higher education
dataset, SPADIES. Students in SENA, therefore, have been classified as "not enrolled"
for our estimation. In principle, this could affect the interpretation of our findings.

Figure A3 presents the evolution of higher education enrollment in Colombia by pro-
gram type. Panel (a) excludes SENA enrollment and leads to the conclusion that higher
education enrollment has grown mainly through bachelor’s programs. This is consistent
with SC programs having a small expansion margin. However, the story changes when we
include SENA enrollment, which expands dramatically between 2005 and 2015 (panel b).
Further, the distribution of SC students across cities changes over time and when SENA
enrollment is included. The left side of Figure A4 shows that, before 2005, most SC en-
rollment outside SENA was concentrated in large cities; only later–and very slowly–did
it rise in medium and small cities. SENA, however, was particularly aggressive in those
markets (right side). A similar picture emerges when looking at number of SC programs
rather than enrollment (Figure A5).

The fact that most SC programs were offered in large cities in the early 2000s helps
explain our small expansion effects. Since those cities already had HEIs offering bache-
lor’s programs, those students might not have been persuaded to enter higher education
just because of the opening of an SC HEI. In contrast, in smaller cities without other
HEIs, such openings might have induced higher education entry. Data from later years
(including more SC HEIs in smaller cities), especially if including SENA students, might
have uncovered a larger expansion margin. Our results, therefore, illustrate what might
happen when SC programs expand in markets in which other, more widely preferred
higher education options are already available.

Fully saturated model. We investigate the sensitivity of our main findings to model
specification. In particular, we estimate a fully saturated model where Hj interacts with
the entire vector of covariates in Xij. Table A8 displays estimates for this model, which
can be compared to those in Table 6. We do not observe large discrepancies across
specifications.

particularly for females. We also present additional results for radii greater than 20 km in Tables A5,
A6, and A7 in the Appendix. Our preferred findings (with a 10 km radius) remain largely stable across
radii up to 20km. After that, the share of students with SC HEIs is above 70%, and above 90% for other
HEIs. Since the majority of students have HEIs available at radii greater than 20 km, such large radii
wipe out most of the identifying variation and render the estimates less informative.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we estimate heterogeneous economic returns to SC programs in Colombia.
We account for the self-selection of students across multiple higher education alternatives
(bachelor’s programs, SC programs, and not enrolling in higher education). In line with
the literature, we show that the effects of SC programs largely differ depending on the
fallback alternative (next-best option) of students. We use an Instrumental Variables (IV)
approach, where identification comes from the supply of SC programs at the municipal
level. More specifically, we define a binary instrument to indicate whether a municipality
has an institution specialized in offering SC programs in a 10-kilometer radius.

We present three main findings. First, we document 3.7-4.5 pp increase in SC program
enrollment as the local supply of these programs rises. Students who respond to the
supply increase (compliers) are concentrated in municipalities where bachelor’s programs
were already available. Second, at least 70% of compliers would react along the diversion
margin, switching from bachelor’s programs into SC programs. The remaining 30% would
react along the expansion margin, entering the higher education system. These patterns
are similar for males and females. Third, females experience gains from SC programs
in terms of formal employment while males experience losses in formal employment and
wages. Based on the high diversion share and the fact that males are more advantaged and
better prepared academically than females, we argue that SC programs might constitute
an “undermatch” for males, who might have otherwise attended good bachelor’s programs,
but a better match for females, who might have otherwise attended low-quality bachelor’s
programs.

While different from findings for the U.S., our findings can be reconciled with those.
Using data from Texas, Mountjoy (2022) finds that the expansion margin share is about
two-thirds, much higher than our 30%. One possible explanation for this discrepancy is
that SC programs (typically taught at community colleges in the U.S.) are often viewed
as an entry point into the higher education system, with students intending to transfer
to bachelor’s programs. In Colombia, in contrast, SC degrees are viewed as terminal and
rarely offer a pathway towards a bachelor’s program, as they mostly focus on facilitating
the school-to-work transition. Another possible explanation is that many community
colleges in the U.S. are located outside large cities, where they constitute the only higher
education option for local students. In contrast, during our sample period SC programs
in Colombia were mostly offered in large and medium cities that already other higher
education options, leaving little room for newly entering students into the system. Fur-
ther, Mountjoy (2022) finds that compliers along the expansion margin are more likely
than those on the diversion margin to benefit in terms of average earnings and years of
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education. Nonetheless, in policy simulations that raise the diversion share above 70%, he
finds a negative net effect of SC programs, which is in line with our results for male com-
pliers. All in all, our findings underscore the fact that a seemingly “good” policy such as
expanding SC programs may have unintended consequences depending on students’ other
options and background characteristics, and may therefore require thoughtful design.
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Tables and Figures

Table 1: Summary Statistics, by Higher Education Choice

Variable Short-Cycle Program Bachelor’s Program Not Enrolled

Female 0.481 0.548 0.542
Age at Saber 11 16.782 16.550 17.292
Siblings 2.347 2.132 3.040

Household Income Level
<1 Minimum Wages (MW) 0.187 0.149 0.343
1-2 MW 0.506 0.353 0.463
2-3 MW 0.205 0.201 0.131
2-3 MW 0.102 0.296 0.063

Mother’s Education Level
Primary 0.368 0.221 0.532
Secondary 0.431 0.325 0.357
Short-Cycle program 0.136 0.178 0.072
At least Bachelor’s program 0.066 0.276 0.039

Standardized Test Scores from the High School Exit Exam
Math 0.003 0.361 -0.149
Reading 0.132 0.555 -0.240
Biology 0.044 0.506 -0.218
Physics 0.005 0.340 -0.144
History 0.070 0.464 -0.202
Chemistry 0.030 0.504 -0.214
Geography 0.056 0.424 -0.182
Philosophy 0.064 0.407 -0.173

Educational Attaintment
Short-Cycle Incomplete 0.495
Short-Cycle Complete 0.342 0.012
Bachelor’s program Incomplete 0.101 0.502
Bachelor’s program Complete 0.062 0.485

Formal Labor Market Outcomes
Works in 2013 0.517 0.547 0.473
Avg. Monthly Wage (2013) 909,590.9 1,120,830.8 548,288.1

N 30,803 96,504 201,051

Note: The sample corresponds to the universe of students who took the high school exit exam (Saber 11) in
2005. The information on educational attainment comes from SPADIES (System for Dropout Prevention
of Higher Education), and labor market outcomes for higher education graduates are from OLE (Labor
Market Observatory for Education). For high school graduates and those with incomplete higher education,
we impute labor market participation and wages using household survey data from SEDLAC (Socioeconomic
Database for Latin America and the Caribbean); see Appendix A.3 for details. Avg. Monthly wages are in
Colombian pesos (COP).
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Table 2: Municipality-level Summary Statistics, by Higher Education Choice

Short-Cycle Bachelors’
Variable Program Program Not Enrolled All

Total GDP (billions COP) 27.379 25.114 18.853 21.493
Ratio of Urban/Rural Population 1.403 1.364 1.030 1.163
Homicide rate (per 1,000 inhabitants) 0.354 0.356 0.393 0.379
Total Population (in millions) 2.279 2.085 1.597 1.805
Area (per 10,000 squared km) 0.090 0.105 0.098 0.099

Availability of Higher Education Institutions (HEI)
Z: HEIs only offer SC programs 0.737 0.646 0.562 0.603
H: Other type of HEIs 0.844 0.842 0.732 0.775

N 30,803 96,504 201,051 328,358

Note: The sample corresponds to the universe of students who took the high school exit
exam (Saber 11) in 2005. The information on local characteristics comes from the Munic-
ipal Panel from CEDE (Center of Studies on Economic Development). The information
on higher education programs and institutions is from SNIES (National System of Infor-
mation on Higher Education).
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Table 3: Local Supply of Higher Education Institutions (HEIs), at the Student- and Municipality-level

Other HEI=0 Other HEI=1
H = 0 H = 1

HEI only offers SC=0 HEI only offers SC=1 HEI only offers SC=0 HEI only offers SC=1
Z = 0 Z = 1 Z = 0 Z = 1

Variable Student level

Share of students 19.9% 3.0% 20.1% 57.1%
N 64,053 9,917 66,302 188,086

Higher education enrollment
Not Enrolled (NE) 73.6 % 68.6% 61.8% 56.4%
Short-Cycle Program (SC) 6.2% 8.8% 6.3% 11.6%
Bachelor’s Program (BP)’ 20.3% 22.6% 31.9% 32.0%
Total 100% 100% 100% 100%

Municipality size (population)
Small municipality (<0.4 million) 100% 69.7% 87.9% 24.1%
Medium city (0.4-2.2 million) 30.3% 12.1% 28.9%
Big city (>2.2 million) 46.9%
Total 100% 100% 100% 100%

Municipality level

Share of municipalities 68.0% 3.9% 17.9% 10.2%
N 624 36 164 94

Note: The sample corresponds to the universe of students who took the high school exit exam (Saber 11) in 2005. The information on population size comes
from the Municipal Panel from CEDE (Center of Studies on Economic Development). The information on higher education programs and institutions is
from SNIES (National System of Information on Higher Education).
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Table 4: Probability of Enrollment in Higher Education as a Function of the Local Supply of Higher Education Institutions
(HEIs)

Short-Cycle Program Bachelor’s Program Not Enrolled

Variable No-interaction Interaction No-interaction Interaction No-interaction Interaction

Z: HEI only offers SC programs (1) 0.037∗∗∗ 0.006 -0.029∗∗∗ -0.017∗∗ -0.008∗ 0.011
(0.003) (0.005) (0.005) (0.007) (0.005) (0.008)

H: Other type of HEI -0.005∗ -0.013∗∗∗ 0.023∗∗∗ 0.026∗∗∗ -0.018∗∗∗ -0.013∗∗
(0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005)

HEI only offers SC × Other HEI (2) 0.039∗∗∗ -0.015∗ -0.024∗∗
(0.006) (0.009) (0.010)

Total effect of Z when Other HEI=1 : HEI only offers SC + HEI only offers SC × Other HEI
(1)+(2) 0.045∗∗∗ -0.032∗∗∗ -0.012∗∗

(0.004) (0.005) (0.005)
N 328,358 328,358 328,358 328,358 328,358 328,358
R2 .021 .021 .242 .242 .226 .226

Note: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors are in parentheses, clustered at the high school level. Each choice probability is
estimated with a separate Linear Probability Model. The "No-interaction" columns present results without interacting the higher education supply
variables ("HEI only offers SC" and "Other type of HEI"); the "Interaction" columns present results interacting "HEI only offers SC" and "Other
type of HEI". All regressions include region fixed effects as well as the set of covariates, Xit. Table A2 in the Appendix reports the estimated
coefficients on Xit.
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Table 5: Compliers, Margins, and Diversion Share

Expansion margin Diversion margin Complier share Diversion share
NE→ SC BP→ SC SC ω̂

(1) (2) (1)+(2) (2)/(1)+(2)

No-interaction Interaction No-interaction Interaction No-interaction Interaction No-interaction Interaction
[Other HEI=1] [Other HEI=1] [Other HEI=1] [Other HEI=1]

Full sample [N = 328,358]

0.008∗ 0.012∗∗ 0.029∗∗∗ 0.032∗∗∗ 0.037∗∗∗ 0.045∗∗∗ 0.790∗∗∗ 0.724∗∗∗
(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.003) (0.004) (0.116) (0.110)

Female [N = 176,651]

0.008 0.012∗ 0.022∗∗∗ 0.026∗∗∗ 0.030∗∗∗ 0.038∗∗∗ 0.741∗∗∗ 0.692∗∗∗
(0.005) (0.006) (0.005) (0.006) (0.004) (0.004) (0.173) (0.157)

Male [N = 151,707 ]

0.008 0.013∗∗ 0.038∗∗∗ 0.040∗∗∗ 0.046∗∗∗ 0.053∗∗∗ 0.831∗∗∗ 0.756∗∗∗
(0.005) (0.006) (0.005) (0.006) (0.005) (0.005) (0.114) (0.110)

Note: This table shows the estimated share of students who react to the variation in the local supply of short-cycle HEIs by switching from not enrolling
towards short-cycle programs in block (1) and by diverting from bachelor’s and into short-cycle programs in block (2), as well as the total complier share
in block (1)+(2). The last block shows the diversion share, ω̂, which is the ratio of (2)/(1)+(2). The "No-interaction" columns present results without
interacting the variables of supply of higher education ("HEI only offers SC" and "Other type of HEI"); the "Interaction [Other HEI=1]" columns present
results interacting "HEI only offers SC" and "Other type of HEI" and evaluating the effects at "Other type of HEI=1". * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.
Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the high school level.
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Table 6: LATEs of Short-cycle (SC) Programs vs. the Next-best Option

Prob(Working) Log Monthly Wage

No-interaction Interaction No-interaction Interaction

[Other HEI=1] [Other HEI=1]

A. Full sample

SC vs. next-best 0.068 0.014 -0.534∗∗∗ -0.234∗
(0.121) (0.112) (0.154) (0.125)

N 328358 328358 156823 156823
Kleibergen-Paap F-stat 115.912 124.939 97.900 115.894
Cragg-Donald F-stat 601.700 726.542 309.562 399.201

B. Female

SC vs. next-best 0.501∗∗∗ 0.311∗∗ -0.460∗ -0.154
(0.182) (0.156) (0.265) (0.214)

N 176651 176651 31872 31872
Kleibergen-Paap F-stat 67.811 80.459 22.143 35.639
Cragg-Donald F-stat 235.768 305.882 46.495 68.561

C. Male

SC vs. next-best -0.237∗ -0.243∗∗ -0.434∗∗∗ -0.228∗∗
(0.122) (0.123) (0.128) (0.114)

N 151707 151707 124951 124951
Kleibergen-Paap F-stat 100.798 101.022 108.271 113.189
Cragg-Donald F-stat 373.543 426.592 300.575 358.374

Note: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the high
school level. The next-best options refers to a combination of enrollment options different from short-cycle
programs (that is, choosing a bachelor’s program or choosing not to enroll in higher education). The
"No-interaction" columns present TSLS estimates without interacting the variables of supply of higher
education ("HEI only offers SC" and "Other type of HEI"); the "Interaction [Other HEI=1]" columns
present TSLS estimates interacting "HEI only offers SC" and "Other type of HEI" and evaluating the
effects at "Other type of HEI=1".
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Figure 1: Trends in Local Availability of Higher Education Institutions, by Institution
Type (base year=2000)
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Note: The figure displays the trend in the number of municipalities that have at least one higher
education institution available in a 10 km radius around their centroid. The trends use 2000 as the base
year (i.e., each series starts at 1 in 2000). Separate trends are shown for institutions specialized in short-
cycle programs and for other institutions (universities and university institutions). The municipalities
included are those where students in the sample attended high school. The dotted vertical line (2005)
denotes the year of high school graduation for students in the sample. Source: SNIES.
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Figure 2: Saber 11 Performance for Compliers and Other Students
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Note: The figure shows the share of students with Saber 11 scores for bachelor’s program (BP) students,
short-cyle program (SCP) students, compliers, and compliers by gender.
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Figure 3: Average Household Characteristics and Municipality Size for Compliers and
Other Students
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Note: The figure shows average characteristics and municipality size of bachelor’s program (BP) students,
short-cyle program (SCP) students, compliers, and compliers by gender.
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Figure 4: Share of Compliers and Coefficient Stability for TSLS Results at Different Radii of HEIs Availability
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Note: The figure shows estimates of complier shares and labor market outcomes at different radii for HEI availability.
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Appendix

A.1 Additional Tables and Figures

Table A1: Summary Statistics

Variable Mean SD

Female 0.538 0.499
Age at Saber 11 17.026 1.589
Siblings 2.708 1.655

Household Income Level
<1 Minimum Wages (MW) 0.272 0.445
1-2 MW 0.435 0.496
2-3 MW 0.158 0.365
2-3 MW 0.135 0.342

Mother’s Education Level
Primary 0.425 0.494
Secondary 0.354 0.478
Short-Cycle program 0.109 0.312
At least Bachelor’s program 0.111 0.315

Higher Education Enrollment
Not enrolled (NE) 0.612 0.487
Short-Cycle program (SC) 0.094 0.292
Bachelor’s program (BP) 0.294 0.456

Educational Attainment
High School Graduate 0.612 0.487
Short-Cycle Incomplete 0.046 0.210
Short-Cycle Complete 0.036 0.185
Bachelor’s Incomplete 0.157 0.364
Bachelor’s Complete 0.148 0.356

Formal Labor Market Outcomes
Works in 2013 0.493 0.499
Avg. Monthly Wage (2013) [N=163,670] 767,614.9 626,834.1

N 328,358

Note: The sample corresponds to the universe of students who took the high
school Exit Exam in 2005. The information on educational attainment comes
from SPADIES (System for Dropout Prevention of Higher Education), and
labor market outcomes for higher education graduates are from OLE. For high
school graduates and those with incomplete higher education, we impute formal
labor market participation and experience using household survey data from
SEDLAC (Socioeconomic Database for Latin America and the Caribbean).
Monthly wages from OLE (Labor Market Observatory for Education) are in
Colombian pesos (COP).
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Table A2: First-stage Results: Estimated coefficients associated with covariates, Xit

Variable Short-Cycle Program Bachelor’s Program Not Enrolled

Female -0.0250*** 0.0319*** -0.0069***
(0.0016) (0.0021) (0.0023)

Age at Saber 11 -0.0077*** -0.0214*** 0.0291***
(0.0004) (0.0006) (0.0007)

Siblings -0.0025*** 0.0005 0.0020
(0.0007) (0.0015) (0.0016)

Household Income
1-2 MW 0.0163*** 0.0194*** -0.0357***

(0.0026) (0.0040) (0.0042)
>2 MW 0.0106*** 0.0579*** -0.0684***

(0.0040) (0.0061) (0.0072)
Mother’s level of education

Secondary 0.0190*** 0.0624*** -0.0813***
(0.0028) (0.0039) (0.0044)

Higher Education -0.0161*** 0.2620*** -0.2459***
(0.0042) (0.0077) (0.0078)

Standardized Test Scores from the High School Exit Exam
Math -0.0040*** 0.0205*** -0.0165***

(0.0006) (0.0008) (0.0009)
Reading 0.0066*** 0.0450*** -0.0516***

(0.0007) (0.0010) (0.0011)
Biology -0.0020*** 0.0294*** -0.0274***

(0.0007) (0.0009) (0.0010)
Physics -0.0030*** 0.0154*** -0.0124***

(0.0006) (0.0008) (0.0009)
History 0.0004 0.0239*** -0.0243***

(0.0007) (0.0009) (0.0010)
Chemistry -0.0036*** 0.0280*** -0.0244***

(0.0007) (0.0010) (0.0010)
Geography -0.0015** 0.0221*** -0.0206***

(0.0006) (0.0008) (0.0009)
Philosophy 0.0013** 0.0159*** -0.0172***

(0.0006) (0.0009) (0.0009)
HS municipality characteristics

Total GDP (billions COP) -0.0020*** 0.0022*** -0.0002
(0.0005) (0.0006) (0.0007)

Ratio of Urban/Rural Population -0.0109*** -0.0051* 0.0159***
(0.0018) (0.0026) (0.0027)

Homicide rate (per 1,000 inhabitants) -0.0123*** -0.0059 0.0182***
(0.0033) (0.0057) (0.0058)

Total Population (in millions) 0.0324*** -0.0315*** -0.0009
(0.0068) (0.0082) (0.0098)

Area (per 10,000 squared km) -0.0033 0.0525*** -0.0492***
(0.0057) (0.0190) (0.0187)

N 328,358 328,358 328,358
R2 0.0207 0.2425 0.2258

Note: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors are in parentheses, clustered at the high
school level. All regressions include region fixed effects. Each choice probability is estimated with a
separate Linear Probability Model. The model also includes Zj and Hj (instruments) as controls. The
estimated coefficients associated with these variables are reported in Table 4.
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Table A3: Probability of Higher Education Enrollment and Local Supply of Higher Education Institutions (HEIs)–Multinomial
Logit Model

Short-cycle Program Bachelors Program Not Enrolled

Variable No-interaction Interaction No-interaction Interaction No-interaction Interaction

Z: HEI only offers SC programs (1) 0.036∗∗∗ 0.007 -0.030∗∗∗ -0.021∗∗∗ -0.006 0.013
(0.003) (0.005) (0.004) (0.008) (0.004) (0.008)

H: Other type of HEI -0.002 -0.015∗∗∗ 0.019∗∗∗ 0.023∗∗∗ -0.017∗∗∗ -0.009
(0.003) (0.004) (0.004) (0.005) (0.005) (0.006)

HEI only offers SC × Other HEI (2) 0.037∗∗∗ -0.011 -0.026∗∗∗
(0.006) (0.009) (0.009)

Total effect of Z when Other HEI=1 : HEI only offers SC + HEI only offers SC × Other HEI
(1)+(2) 0.043∗∗∗ -0.032∗∗∗ -0.011∗∗

(0.0034) (0.005) (0.005)

N 328,358 328,358 328,358 328,358 328,358 328,358

Note: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors are in parentheses, clustered at the high school level. All regressions include region
fixed effects and controls at the municipal level. The probability of enrollment choice is estimated jointly for the three options (short-cycle program,
bachelor’s program, not enrolled) using a multinomial logit model. The table presents marginal effects.
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Table A4: OLS and TSLS Estimates of Labor Market Effects of SC Programs (excluding all instruments
from the outcome equation)

Prob(Working) Log Monthly Wage

OLS TSLS OLS TSLS

No-interaction Interaction No-interaction Interaction
Full sample

SC vs. next best -0.041∗∗∗ 0.028 -0.020 0.123∗∗∗ -0.559∗∗∗ -0.201
(0.005) (0.118) (0.111) (0.004) (0.155) (0.126)

N 328,358 328,358 328,358 156,823 156,823 156,823
Kleibergen-Paap F-stat 59.928 43.988 52.007 44.995
Cragg-Donald F-stat 304.647 244.760 154.866 133.990

Female

SC vs. next best 0.177∗∗∗ 0.467∗∗∗ 0.248 -0.060∗∗∗ -0.662∗∗∗ -0.123
(0.005) (0.179) (0.155) (0.007) (0.256) (0.195)

N 176,651 176,651 176651 31,872 31,872 31,872
Kleibergen-Paap F-stat 34.660 28.012 12.674 12.881
Cragg-Donald F-stat 118.764 103.424 27.749 28.367

Male

SC vs. next best -0.252∗∗∗ -0.268∗∗ -0.270∗∗ 0.151∗∗∗ -0.439∗∗∗ -0.239∗∗
(0.006) (0.116) (0.116) (0.005) (0.129) (0.116)

N 151,707 151,707 151,707 124,951 124,951 124,951
Kleibergen-Paap F-stat 52.158 36.365 62.884 47.508
Cragg-Donald F-stat 189.819 144.573 150.291 119.489

Note: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors are in parentheses, clustered at the high school level. The next-best refers to a
combination of enrollment options different from short-cycle programs (that is, choosing a bachelor’s program or choosing not to enroll in higher
education). The "No-interaction" columns present TSLS estimates without interacting the variables of supply of higher education ("HEI only
offers SC" and "Other type of HEI"); the "Interaction" columns present TSLS estimates interacting "HEI only offers SC" and "Other type of
HEI".
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A.2 Robustness Tables and Figures

Table A5: TSLS Estimates at Different Radii for HEIs Availability

Prob(Working) Log Monthly Wage

No-interaction Interaction No-interaction Interaction
[Other HEI=1] [Other HEI=1]

5km radius

SC vs. next best -0.090 -0.041 -0.262∗∗ -0.054
(0.102) (0.110) (0.120) (0.128)

N 328,358 328,358 156,823 156,823
Kleibergen-Paap F-stat 132.475 107.477 97.567 79.023
Cragg-Donald F-stat 1047.501 951.160 517.462 435.045

10km radius

SC vs. next best 0.068 0.014 -0.534∗∗∗ -0.234∗
(0.121) (0.112) (0.154) (0.125)

N 328,358 328,358 156,823 156,823
Kleibergen-Paap F-stat 115.912 124.939 97.900 115.894
Cragg-Donald F-stat 601.700 726.542 309.562 399.201

15km radius

SC vs. next best 0.075 0.179 -0.451∗∗∗ -0.400∗∗∗
(0.121) (0.119) (0.146) (0.140)

N 328,358 328,358 156,823 156,823
Kleibergen-Paap F-stat 119.956 128.393 109.672 116.733
Cragg-Donald F-stat 545.676 614.267 289.828 325.909

20 km radius

SC vs. next best 0.173 0.266∗∗ -0.323∗∗ -0.310∗∗
(0.130) (0.132) (0.153) (0.152)

N 328,358 328,358 156,823 156,823
Kleibergen-Paap F-stat 117.630 113.783 112.304 112.782
Cragg-Donald F-stat 481.007 489.387 257.668 269.969

25km radius

SC vs. next best 0.147 0.245∗ -0.149 -0.174
(0.140) (0.143) (0.158) (0.161)

N 328,358 328,358 156,823 156,823
Kleibergen-Paap F-stat 108.043 102.964 105.072 102.202
Cragg-Donald F-stat 420.490 411.108 235.321 234.633

30 km radius

SC vs. next best 0.040 0.072 -0.799∗∗∗ -0.811∗∗∗
(0.180) (0.179) (0.245) (0.249)

N 328,358 328,358 156,823 156,823
Kleibergen-Paap F-stat 64.887 66.075 61.187 60.319
Cragg-Donald F-stat 234.982 239.897 124.541 122.768

Note: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors are in parentheses, clustered at the
high school level. The next-best refers to a combination of enrollment options different from short-cycle
programs. The "No-interaction" columns present TSLS estimates without interacting the variables of
supply of higher education ("HEI only offers SC" and "Other type of HEI"); the "Interaction" columns
present TSLS estimates interacting "HEI only offers SC" and "Other type of HEI".
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Table A6: TSLS Estimates at Different Radii of HEIs availability - Female Students

Prob(Working) Log Monthly Wage

No-interaction Interaction No-interaction Interaction
[Other HEI=1] [Other HEI=1]

5km radius

SC vs. next best 0.288∗∗ 0.312∗∗ -0.494∗∗ -0.585∗

(0.136) (0.146) (0.226) (0.329)

N 176,651 176,651 31,872 31,872
Kleibergen-Paap F-stat 94.611 80.247 26.048 15.757
Cragg-Donald F-stat 468.507 434.920 77.590 39.157

10km radius

SC vs. next best 0.501∗∗∗ 0.311∗∗ -0.460∗ -0.154
(0.182) (0.156) (0.265) (0.214)

N 176,651 176,651 31,872 31,872
Kleibergen-Paap F-stat 67.811 80.459 22.143 35.639
Cragg-Donald F-stat 235.768 305.882 46.495 68.561

15km radius

SC vs. next best 0.351∗∗ 0.481∗∗∗ -0.371∗ -0.356
(0.163) (0.166) (0.208) (0.237)

N 176,651 176,651 31,872 31,872
Kleibergen-Paap F-stat 78.191 83.319 34.840 27.703
Cragg-Donald F-stat 239.577 264.888 63.643 50.006

20 km radius

SC vs. next best 0.432∗∗∗ 0.521∗∗∗ -0.323 -0.303
(0.167) (0.178) (0.208) (0.226)

N 176,651 176,651 31,872 31,872
Kleibergen-Paap F-stat 79.515 74.982 35.517 31.300
Cragg-Donald F-stat 225.668 218.442 62.018 53.272

25km radius

SC vs. next best 0.351∗∗ 0.408∗∗ -0.301 -0.275
(0.176) (0.184) (0.204) (0.220)

N 176,651 176,651 31,872 31,872
Kleibergen-Paap F-stat 72.695 69.724 37.673 33.270
Cragg-Donald F-stat 198.914 191.235 64.386 56.141

30 km radius

SC vs. next best 0.046 0.080 -0.554∗∗ -0.515∗∗

(0.224) (0.225) (0.220) (0.220)

N 176,651 176,651 31,872 31,872
Kleibergen-Paap F-stat 49.180 49.563 36.731 36.270
Cragg-Donald F-stat 122.988 124.525 57.422 56.229

Note: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors are in parentheses, clustered at the high
school level. The next-best refers to a combination of enrollment options different from short-cycle
programs. The "No-interaction" columns present TSLS estimates without interacting the variables
of supply of higher education ("HEI only offers SC" and "Other type of HEI"); the "Interaction"
columns present TSLS estimates interacting "HEI only offers SC" and "Other type of HEI".
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Table A7: TSLS Estimates at Different Radii of HEIs availability - Male Students

Prob(Working) Log Monthly Wage

No-interaction Interaction No-interaction Interaction
[Other HEI=1] [Other HEI=1]

5km radius

SC vs. next best -0.387∗∗∗ -0.368∗∗∗ -0.205∗∗ 0.068
(0.101) (0.114) (0.104) (0.105)

N 151,707 151,707 124,951 124,951
Kleibergen-Paap F-stat 103.441 80.452 98.008 84.861
Cragg-Donald F-stat 581.003 518.954 460.146 442.506

10km radius

SC vs. next best -0.237∗ -0.243∗∗ -0.434∗∗∗ -0.228∗∗
(0.122) (0.123) (0.128) (0.114)

N 151,707 151,707 124,951 124,951
Kleibergen-Paap F-stat 100.798 101.022 108.271 113.189
Cragg-Donald F-stat 373.543 426.592 300.575 358.374

15km radius

SC vs. next best -0.164 -0.106 -0.366∗∗∗ -0.300∗∗
(0.139) (0.134) (0.135) (0.123)

N 151,707 151,707 124,951 124,951
Kleibergen-Paap F-stat 95.635 102.423 112.382 128.873
Cragg-Donald F-stat 309.527 354.802 263.436 319.641

20 km radius

SC vs. next best -0.032 0.045 -0.268∗ -0.207
(0.165) (0.160) (0.146) (0.139)

N 151,707 151,707 124,951 124,951
Kleibergen-Paap F-stat 90.383 90.493 118.563 126.543
Cragg-Donald F-stat 257.401 274.893 230.473 258.657

25km radius

SC vs. next best -0.022 0.103 -0.081 -0.086
(0.182) (0.182) (0.155) (0.153)

N 151,707 151,707 124,951 124,951
Kleibergen-Paap F-stat 82.968 79.259 108.251 110.094
Cragg-Donald F-stat 224.263 223.159 203.731 212.379

30 km radius

SC vs. next best -0.021 0.055 -0.813∗∗∗ -0.816∗∗∗
(0.267) (0.262) (0.257) (0.259)

N 151,707 151,707 124,951 124,951
Kleibergen-Paap F-stat 45.649 47.038 55.423 55.345
Cragg-Donald F-stat 114.493 118.034 92.434 92.594

Note: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors are in parentheses, clustered at the
high school level. The next-best refers to a combination of enrollment options different from short-cycle
programs. The "No-interaction" columns present TSLS estimates without interacting the variables of
supply of higher education ("HEI only offers SC" and "Other type of HEI"); the "Interaction" columns
present TSLS estimates interacting "HEI only offers SC" and "Other type of HEI".
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Table A8: TSLS Estimates Without Interacting H and Z, Interacting H and Z, and Interacting H with All
the Covariates

Prob(Working) Log Monthly Wage

No-interaction Interaction [Other HEI=1] No-interaction Interaction [Other HEI=1]

Full sample

SC vs. next best 0.068 0.014 0.053 -0.534∗∗∗ -0.234∗ -0.406∗∗∗

(0.121) (0.112) (0.117) (0.154) (0.125) (0.139)

N 328,358 328,358 328,358 156,823 156,823 156,823
Kleibergen-Paap F-stat 115.912 124.939 106.205 97.900 115.894 94.879
Cragg-Donald F-stat 601.700 726.542 582.540 309.562 399.201 317.810

Female

SC vs. next best 0.501∗∗∗ 0.311∗∗ 0.247 -0.460∗ -0.154 -0.333
(0.182) (0.156) (0.171) (0.265) (0.214) (0.238)

N 176,651 176,651 176,651 31,872 31,872 31,872
Kleibergen-Paap F-stat 67.811 80.459 65.608 22.143 35.639 29.640
Cragg-Donald F-stat 235.768 305.882 235.507 46.495 68.561 57.288

Male

SC vs. next best -0.237∗ -0.243∗∗ -0.115 -0.434∗∗∗ -0.228∗∗ -0.357∗∗∗

(0.122) (0.123) (0.123) (0.128) (0.114) (0.126)

N 151,707 151,707 151,707 124,951 124,951 124,951
Kleibergen-Paap F-stat 100.798 101.022 89.857 108.271 113.189 95.231
Cragg-Donald F-stat 373.543 426.592 351.818 300.575 358.374 291.807

Interaction with H No Only Z Z and X No Only Z Z and X
Note: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors are in parentheses, clustered at the high school level. The next-best refers to a
combination of enrollment options different from short-cycle programs. The "No-interaction" columns present TSLS estimates without interacting
the higher education supply variables ("HEI only offers SC" and "Other type of HEI"); the "Interaction" columns present TSLS estimates interacting
"HEI only offers SC" and "Other type of HEI", and interacting these two variables in addition to also interacting "Other type of HEI" with all the
covariates ("Z and X").
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Figure A1: Exposure to HEIs, Share of Compliers, and Labor Market Effects for TSLS Estimates at Different Radii of HEIs Availability,
among Female Students
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Note: The figure shows the share of students with exposure to HEI (top left plot), estimates of complier shares (top center plot), estimates of diversion shares (top right plot),
and TSLS estimates for the probability of working (bottom left plot) and the log of monthly wage (bottom right plot) at different radii of HEIs availability.
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Figure A2: Exposure to HEIs, Share of Compliers, and Labor Market Effects for TSLS Estimates at Different Radii of HEIs Availability,
among Male Students
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Note: The figure shows the share of students with exposure to HEI (top left plot), estimates of complier shares (top center plot), estimates of diversion
shares (top right plot), and TSLS estimates for the probability of working (bottom left plot) and the log of monthly wage (bottom right plot) at different
radii of HEIs availability.
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Figure A3: Total Enrollment in Short-cycle and Bachelor’s Programs With and
Without SENA

(a) Enrollment without SENA

(b) Enrollment with SENA

Note: Own calculations using data from SNIES (Sistema Nacional de Información de la Educación
Superior, in Spanish). We exclude programs taught at distance or virtually.
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Figure A4: Enrollment in Short-cycle Programs With and Without SENA, by City Size
(a) Total Enrollment (left: without SENA; right: with SENA)

(b) Distribution of Enrollment (left: without SENA; right: with SENA)

Note: Own calculations using data from SNIES (Sistema Nacional de Información de la Educación Superior, in Spanish). Large cities: Population above 2.5
million; Medium cities: Population between 400,000 and 2.5 million; Small cities: Population below 400,000.
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Figure A5: Number of Short-cycle Programs with and without SENA, by City Sizes

(a) Without SENA

(b) With SENA

Note: Own calculations using data from SNIES (Sistema Nacional de Información de la Educación
Superior, in Spanish). Large cities: Population above 2.5 million; Medium cities: Population between
400,000 and 2.5 million; Small cities: Population between 50,000 and 400,000; Very small cities: Popu-
lation below 50,000.
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A.3 Imputation of wages and formal employment

To impute formal employment and average monthly wages for high school graduates and
students with incomplete higher education, we use household survey data between 2008
and 2013. In particular, we use the set of homogenized household surveys in SEDLAC,
known as the Integrated Household Survey project (GEIH, in Spanish). We restrict
each sample to individuals who were 14-24 old by 2005. Let Y denote the labor market
outcome of interest. We posit a linear regression model of Y on a set of controls. For
formal employment, we estimate a linear probability model with gender, age, number of
household members, household income level, a dummy that takes the value of one if the
individual lives in an urban area, and regional fixed effects as controls. Estimates are
reported in Table A9. For average wages we estimate quantile regressions and predict
coefficients for the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentile while controlling for gender, age, age
squared, number of household members, household income level, a dummy that takes the
value of one if the individual lives in an urban area, and regional fixed effects. Estimates
are displayed in Tables A10 and A11.
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Table A9: Regression Results: Probability of Formal Employment in 2013

Variables HS Graduates HE Incomplete
Male 0.350*** 0.135***

(0.014) (0.017)
Age 0.013*** 0.027***

(0.003) (0.003)
Number of members in main household -0.019*** -0.028***

(0.005) (0.005)
1− 2 MW 0.080*** 0.140***

(0.027) (0.043)
2− 3 MW 0.154*** 0.254***

(0.031) (0.043)
> 3 MW 0.190*** 0.340***

(0.031) (0.040)
Urban area 0.020 -0.030

(0.022) (0.035)
Region: Oriental 0.068** 0.040*

(0.028) (0.023)
Region: Central -0.023 0.038*

(0.025) (0.021)
Region: Pacifica 0.000 -0.015

(0.028) (0.025)
Region: Bogotá 0.067* 0.067**

(0.034) (0.027)
Observations 4,722 8,141

Note: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses. Esti-
mates produced using data from the Integrated Household Survey (GEIH, in Spanish)
in SEDLAC (Socioeconomic Database for Latin America and the Caribbean).
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Table A10: Regression Results for High School Graduates: Hourly wages in main
occupation (2013)

Variables q25 q50 q75
Male 461.627*** 434.299*** 172.838

(100.972) (105.942) (143.657)
Age 437.637 131.550 -6.856

(284.343) (273.086) (328.158)
Age2 -8.053 -1.763 0.952

(5.356) (5.101) (6.104)
Number of members in main household -117.627*** -121.458*** -173.951***

(16.687) (17.445) (24.616)
1− 2 MW 1,203.005*** 1,318.647*** 1,507.471***

(112.909) (128.563) (158.184)
2− 3 MW 1,419.765*** 1,598.469*** 2,040.413***

(150.009) (138.681) (180.284)
> 3 MW 2,023.496*** 2,102.490*** 2,847.308***

(142.385) (153.329) (277.423)
Urban area -236.529** -315.042** -756.664***

(102.791) (151.966) (237.149)
Region: Oriental 315.999** 367.526*** 197.873

(135.960) (123.872) (142.295)
Region: Central 155.621 236.217 354.958**

(128.751) (152.566) (164.369)
Region: Pacifica -110.810 -113.379 -47.057

(135.958) (116.014) (231.480)
Region: Bogotá 655.060*** 510.973*** 326.354*

(189.608) (150.499) (196.395)
Constant -4,739.014 -359.963 2,686.551

(3,726.144) (3,609.618) (4,344.162)
Observations 3,090 3,090 3,090

Note: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses. Estimates produced
using data from the Integrated Household Survey (GEIH, in Spanish) in SEDLAC (Socioeconomic
Database for Latin America and the Caribbean).
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Table A11: Regression Results for Incomplete Higher Education: Hourly Wages in
Main Occupation (2013)

Variables q25 q50 q75
Male 240.217*** 342.924*** 423.750**

(89.161) (86.817) (184.014)
Age 680.753** 210.822 -61.922

(265.982) (295.035) (509.594)
Age2 -11.772** -2.368 3.341

(4.981) (5.542) (9.509)
Number of members in main household -208.221*** -277.203*** -438.176***

(26.766) (21.133) (41.265)
1− 2 MW 1,503.986*** 1,853.146*** 1,342.269***

(182.953) (159.451) (265.630)
2− 3 MW 2,170.080*** 2,771.923*** 2,532.960***

(192.120) (173.614) (278.575)
> 3 MW 3,077.149*** 3,808.032*** 4,681.549***

(151.087) (160.508) (285.479)
Urban area -408.050*** -308.839*** -229.820

(117.800) (92.751) (269.067)
Region: Oriental 341.604** 368.984*** 687.261**

(141.283) (134.636) (293.303)
Region: Central 31.376 -175.898* -285.977

(119.496) (90.773) (193.988)
Region: Pacifica 152.830 183.826 103.817

(139.976) (154.098) (225.862)
Region: Bogotá 378.608*** 243.773** 155.136

(127.699) (124.243) (227.950)
Constant -8,028.344** -1,587.394 3,238.408

(3,506.050) (3,893.089) (6,742.760)
Observations 5,378 5,378 5,378

Note: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses. Estimates produced
using data from the Integrated Household Survey (GEIH, in Spanish) in SEDLAC (Socioeconomic
Database for Latin America and the Caribbean).
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